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From Matamoros, Mexico
February 20, 2004
 
Dangerous confrontation occurred on February 18, 2004, in Brownsville, Texas,
between T and an individual who has been stalking and assaulting T for about 4 or 5
months in downtown Brownsville, particularly at the bus station where T must transfer
in order to go to the library daily. This man is possibly an fbi operative, but he may not
know it. I suspect that the fbi or other anonymous entity has engaged the services of a
licensed private investigator and this group directs this man to stalk and harass T daily.
The man is described as an Hispanic male, 5 feet 8 inches tall, 52 or 53 years of age,
brown eyes, brown hair, 150 or 160 pounds, cleanly dressed and well groomed. T
confronted the thug on the same day and accused him of the criminal offenses
described above. T also took a photo of the thug investigator who then stated , "if you
took my photo, you are going to be sorry." T then reported the incident to the police. T
is certain that this thug is assigned to provoke T into a violent confrontation.
(Click here to see photo) of suspect and a three (3) page offense report. No accusation
of criminal conduct is made against the person whose photo appears here. The
Brownsville police will determine the outcome of any such conduct. In my humble
opinion. Geral W. Sosbee
 
Psyops and intense psychoelectronics continue against T daily and nightly,
respectively, around the clock, 7 days per week. Cheerio.
 
Click Here To See :
Update of December 25, 2005, regarding:
Evidence of Corruption in The United States Embassies Worldwide, 
The fbi's Criminal Use of Psychotronic Assaults and Subliminal Suggestion.
 
From Brownsville, Texas
February 24, 2004
 
As pointed out above the fbi sends a hispanic male to stalk, harass, assault and
threaten T on February 18, 2004 and T files a police report with Brownsville, Texas,
number 200 4300 5833 (taken by officer Mario Garza , number 5390). After T reports the
assault to officer Mancha and Detective Rey Ibarra, the thug (whose photograph is now
on file in the police department) returned to the scene (Market Square) at the direction
of the Handler or Licensed Private Investigator (working for the fbi) and on the 19th of
February with his walkie talkie in hand the half wit seeks T in order to have T arrested
and institutionalized. This fails as T seeks alternate methods to reach destinations. The
United States of America cannot avoid the reality of its despicable and cowardly
character as reflected in the conduct of those fbi and cia functionaries, calumniators
and assassins appearing throughout this website in hot pursuit of T.
 
For additional info on this thug see the March 10, 2004 update below; also, click here
for more evidence of the use of government sponsored private citizen terrorists among
us.
 
From Brownsville, Texas
February 18, 2004
 
The following headlines reflects the name of an fbi official who refused to investigate
T's complaint of fbi corruption and criminality; the suggestion that the fbi official listed
below was blackmailed by the fbi to conduct no investigation of T's complaint is
supported by other evidence (click here to see letter from John H. Conditt, Jr., to
Sosbee); the news:
 
U.S. National - AP
Ex-FBI Agent Pleads Guilty to Child Abuse
Tue Feb. 17, 2004 6:36 PM ET
By JOHN SOLOMON, Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON - The former chief internal watchdog at the FBI (news - web sites) has
pleaded guilty to sexually assaulting a 6-year-old girl and has admitted he had a history
of molesting other children before he joined the bureau for what became a two-decade
career.
 
John H. Conditt Jr., 53, who retired in 2001, was sentenced last week to 12 years in
prison in Tarrant County court in Fort Worth, Texas, after he admitted he molested the
daughter of two FBI agents after he retired. He acknowledged molesting at least two
other girls before he began his law enforcement career, his lawyer said.
 
Conditt sought treatment for sex offenders after his arrest last year, said his attorney,
Toby Goldsmith.
 
"The problem these people have is they don't really feel like it is their fault," Goldsmith
said.
"The treatment doesn't work unless you admit you are the one who instigated it, and he
did that."
 
Conditt headed the internal affairs unit that investigates agent wrongdoing for the
Office of Professional Responsibility at FBI headquarters in Washington from 1999 until
his retirement in June 2001, the FBI said. He wrote articles in law enforcement journals
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on how police agencies could effectively investigate their own conduct.
FBI officials said Tuesday they had no information to suggest that Conditt had any
problems during his career and he was never the subject of an investigation.
 
Tarrant County Assistant District Attorney Mitch Poe, who prosecuted the case, said he
wanted a longer prison sentence and was skeptical of Conditt's claim that his
molestation of children subsided during his FBI career.
"Both myself and the judge in open court, we were kind of skeptical but we don't have
any evidence," Poe said.
A recently retired FBI whistle blower who brought allegations to Conditt's office that
agents had not aggressively pursued evidence of sexual abuse in Indian country said
Tuesday she now questions whether his personal history affected that decision.
 
"Before, it never made any sense," retired agent Jane Turner said of the FBI's decision
to decline to further investigate her allegations. "Now I can understand. Why in the
world wouldn't you want to investigate that?"
 
Goldsmith said he was concerned about the safety of his client in prison given that he
is a former FBI agent and an admitted child molester. "He's not going to be comfortable
in the penitentiary," the lawyer said.
 
Goldsmith said his client had admitted that he had molested at least two other girls
before he became an FBI agent more than 30 years ago, but that there was no evidence
of any wrongdoing while he served in the bureau.
"It seems that he never did because he had stricter control at that time," the lawyer
said.
Conditt could have faced life in prison, and prosecutors requested he get 50 years. The
judge sentenced him to 12 years in prison, in part citing Conditt's decision to spare the
victim the trauma of a trial, Goldsmith said.
 
Conditt's conviction is the latest controversy to strike the FBI's Office of Professional
Responsibility.
Last year, FBI Director Robert Mueller transferred the head of the office to another
supervisory assignment outside Washington, three months after rebuking him for his
conduct toward a whistle blower.
 
That whistle blower, John Roberts, alleged the FBI disciplinary office had a double
standard that let supervisors off easier than rank-and-file agents.
Those allegations prompted investigations by Congress and the Justice Department
(news - web sites) inspector general. The inspector general concluded that there was
no systematic favoritism of senior managers over rank-and-file employees but that
there was a double standard in some cases involving crude sexual jokes and remarks.
SOSBEE'S NOTE: The Inspector General mentioned above is lying and the entire
history of Conditt's crimes while in office are covered up by the fbi and by the so-
called Inspector.
After many of the fbi's psychotronic assaults on T the fbi sends T a subliminal
message (by e-mail or by entry on the site meter) to remind T that he is being
assaulted.The message this date follows a night of intense assaults causing
pronounced symptoms. T now submits that the fbi punks, cowards and mds are also
serial killers. The subliminal message:
 
1 64.53.221.# Feb 19 2004 12:09:43 pm 1 0:00
http://sosbeevfbi.com/part3-increasedp.
 
Click here to see another example of this type of fbi/US government "terrorist
messaging" to T.
 
From Brownsville, Texas
March 1, 2004
 
T avoids the bus central station at Market Square for two weeks; then on March 1, T
enters the square with a witness and waits a few minutes to transfer. The thug
described above and with photo on this site now discretely stalks T (though the thug is
present at the bus station prior to T's arrival) by sitting near the bus that T must board.
The thug, however, is not entirely alone. T notices a few feet away another curious and
shady fellow (equally low in character and purpose) who seemed intensely (though
casually) interested in the events at this moment and at this location; he observes
every action of T and just before T boards the bus the half wit who originally stalked,
harassed and threatened T walks away. Of course the Brownsville, Texas, police do
nothing in this case. This inaction by the police is typical of police corruption
nationwide as they continue to ignore , with a certain arrogance and decadence, the
evidence of criminal violations which T has documented (The chief of police, the Mayor
and the state were all notified of the assaults described in these updates). *They do
nothing, except perhaps visit this site and review Google references on T.
 
T suspects that the thug and his accomplices were hoping this date to imprison T on
some type of charge, civil or criminal and the fbi will have succeeded once again in
neutralizing the Target.
At the very least the thugs described in this update ( and their handlers) send a
message to T by these events that they, not the police, are the real authority here in
this town, in this nation and the world.
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All persons who take part in this little drama (as set forth in the most recent updates)
against T, including the police, their associates and the political figures involved, are
mental dwarfs as described in this site and the United States of America is defined by
their cowardly and criminal schemes. Poisonings still continue!
 
From Brownsville,
Texas March 10, 2004
 
The md previously mentioned in many of these updates (and whose photo is on this
site) is now directed to join with his female companion (a woman who previously
pretended to be friendly to T); the two now apparently await T's arrival at the central
bus station, but now two additional mds join the party as witnesses; the plan seems to
be this: provoke T into another round of photo takes and then the four witnesses may
file a claim against T with the same corrupt civil judge (who assists the fbi and others
to neutralize the Targets as set forth in this site) and thereby falsely support a court
order to arrest T. This situation seems to indicate the desperate antics of the fbi and
suggests that the escalation of hostilities is mandated by the President of the United
States, or his underlings. Home invasions continue with the re-arranging of personal
effects therein, tamperings with food and continued poisonings; then in the evenings
the fbi continues the psychotronic assaults. Also, T now concludes with amiga that the
fbi previously placed a snake in her home in Matamoros, Mexico, on the same day that
a man verbally assaulted her at her home (this occurred a few weeks after T makes her
acquaintance). Meanwhile T is certain that the fbi and the United States government
continue to receive feedback from intelligence sources that T is causing the satanists
in the government great discomfort worldwide.
 
From Harlingen, Texas
February 17, 2009
 
*The fbi and the cia attempt to routinely manipulate the numbers of references found
and reported at Google, globally, on a given activist. Recently, when Google results for
Geral Sosbee showed about 61,000, I perversely  notified the fbi and the cia  that my
coverage was increased at Google Search ;  then,  the numbers were changed within
five minutes to reflect about 13,000. Google is aware of this underhanded intel game
whereby the fbi/cia do not want any Target to appear to be popular because credibility
must be controlled.

Below , however, are the current Google results for Geral Sosbee in Germany and
in USA. Then the third entry is the Yahoo result for Geral Sosbee in USA.  Note that
fbi/cia must crawl around quite nimbly in order to undermine Google's search engine in
different countries. In Germany, for example, the fbi/cia are a bit lazy, so the Google
Search engine in Germany works honestly to reflect the real numbers.
Psyops, psychotronics and cover research (terror campaign) continue.
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